hostel ‘shappy’ +385 91 348 82 04
emergency call 112
general informations +385 1 18981
taxi ‘radio zagreb’ +385 1 1777
taxi ‘cammeo’ 060 71 00
taxi ‘eko’ 060 77 77

Legend
heartseeing
monument
nature
art
coffee
drinks
snack
restaurant

Wherever
you wanna
‘scoot’
we have
the route

swag (night) route
If you like small and cool places
to hang out, relax with good music or sing karaoke, Swag route is
the route for you. Swag route will
take you to popular places where
you can have a good meal, rest
on benches and enjoy watching
people rush by.
green route
Follow the Green route and take a break in beautiful parks with the murmur of water from nearby
fountains. Follow green pointers as each stop on
this route will fill you with energy.
romantic (night) route
Follow the Romantic Route and take your loved one
to a night stroll down the streets of Zagreb.
happy route
All you shappy people put a smile on your face, a
map in your hands and be happy!
stripy route
Stripy route will take you to the places where you
can enjoy in delicious coffee and discover restaurants with traditional Croatian meals.
shappy route
This route covers the most significant historical
and cultural landmarks and tells rich legends about
the creation and development of Zagreb.
cool (night) route
Follow the route and the cheerful funky rhythm
that will take you to dance floor, to places where
you can drink Croatian or foreign beer, or
many - flavoured Croatian rakija.
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Ro&Do
This bar in the old town overlooking the cathedral
is a place where students like to come at weekend
to enjoy in the wide selection of rakija and good
music.
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Cica
A jargon word for a tit. If you want to have a homemade rakija in an unusual interior, choose this bar
in Tkalčićeva Street, where fun and night life never
stops.
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Purgeraj (Ribnjak)
Ribnjak is a park with the famous alternative rock
club. You can dance to live music almost every day
of the week.
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Alkatraz
If you want to have a drink on the city asphalt at
reasonable prices and good rock music, this is the
place for you.
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Funk
This bar / club placed underground is a popular
alternative place.

Surf ‘n’ fries
Stop for an unusual potato snack. This brand
started in Croatia few years ago and is now spread
worldwide, all the way to New Zealand!
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Jedinica
A popular after club for those who want to party
until early morning hours.
Kaptol

Opatovina
Summer stage is the home of the famous Histrioni
Theatre, where theatre lovers spend warm summer
evenings. The nearby park is ideal for outdoor fun.
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Tituš
Rock Club Tituš is the place for good old Rock
& Roll. Tituš is also a place where you can have
a chance to see both unknown and well - known
artists who play their music, show their exhibits or
recite.
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Kolaž
The central park in Zagreb is a place where young
meet in the evening to go out.
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Pingvin
When you get hungry after all - night partying, go
to Pingvin where you can find a wide selection of
sandwiches and salads.

Zrinjevac
The central park in Zagreb is a place where young
meet in the evening to go out.
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Good food
Good food for good people! If you want good and
affordable meal enjoy in excellent hamburgers and
a rich selection of salads. Be good - eat good food!

